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Documentary and Factual Entertainment

See No Evil, Series 10 Arrow Discovery ID

3 x 60 min Documentary
Using actual security camera footage, first person interviews with family, friends and investigators, this series
reveals the haunting moments leading up to a murder, often uncovering surprising suspects and evidence.

The Gunpowder Plot: Countdown to Treason Lion TV Channel 5

60 min Documentary
This two-part documentary series takes a look at the events of the Gunpowder Plot.

Cold Case Killers, Series 3 Rare TV Channel 5
60 min Drama Documentary

British true crime documentary series looking at the stories behind some of Britain's most infamous cold case
murder investigations.

American Monster, Series 9 Arrow Investigation Discovery
60 min Drama Documentary
A look at the double lives led by serial killers, featuring drama reconstruction, home movies and remarks from loved
ones and neighbours.

Ice Airport Alaska, Series 4 Rare TV Smithsonian
60 min Documentary, Additional Editor
A chronicle of the daily challenges of the airport staff who manage to keep the facility open, freight flowing and
passengers flying all despite weather that regularly dips to -36 degrees and wind speeds that typically exceed 100
mph.

Murder: Fight for the Truth, Series 1 Phoenix TV CBS
2 x 60 min Documentary
The true crime series reveals how heroes used their expertise and passion to prove the doubters wrong. What does
it feel like when the police, the courts, the media, the lawyers, the coroners, the experts and the public are all
against you? When you’re told that what you know to be true isn’t right?

London Zoo at Christmas IWC Media Channel 4
60 min Documentary
An exclusive, festive behind-the-scenes look at the iconic London Zoo, as they prepare for the most wonderful time
of the year and make the holiday magic happen
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Gold Rush, Series 12 and 13 Raw RV Discovery US
3 x 90 min Entertainment
Teams of miners face various obstacles and overcome several challenges as they dig for gold in lesser-known
regions across Canada and the United States.

A Killer’s Mistake, Series 3 FirstLookTV Crime + Investigation UK
50 min Entertainment
The series explores the fatal errors made that lead to the ultimate arrests of killers. Each victim’s story is told through
the detective's work as investigators work ‘from the evidence up’.

Wedding Valley, Series 1 Little Gem Watch
60 min Entertainment
The series focuses on the busy summer season of the wedding industry in Lancashire’s picturesque Ribble Valley.
Each episode covers a typical week from the season, documenting how the valley’s dedicated wedding specialists
bring their skills and experience to the fore to help couples mount their dream ceremonies.

Jack Osbourne's Haunted Homecoming North One TV Discovery
60 min Entertainment
Jack comes back to Buckinghamshire to investigate paranormal activity around where he grew up. Alongside
co-presenter and historian, Kate they seek to uncover why Jack has had formative paranormal experiences and
what got him started in the world of paranormal investigation.

Don’t Tell the Bride: Revisited Renegade Pictures E4
50 min Entertainment
DTTB has seen it all through the years, from tearful bust-ups to dress disasters and the iconic Vegas wedding. Now,
the couples sit down and remember their unconventional nuptials. Is all forgiven?

Motorhoming with Merton & Webster Curve Productions Channel 5
60 min Factual Entertainment
Real-life comedy couple Paul Merton and his wife Suki Webster take to the road immersing themselves in the world of
Motorhoming. In each episode they will explore beautiful parts of Britain, taking in the sights, enjoying local delicacies
and meeting fellow motorhome enthusiasts as they share all of their need-to-know caravanning hacks and secrets.

Kill Thy Neighbour First Look TV Netflix
2 x 60 min Documentary
British true crime documentary series examining what happens when neighbourly disputes, feuds, grudges or
flirtations are taken to murderous extremes.

Made For Murder, Series 1 and 2 First Look TV Sky Crime
5 x 60 min Documentary
Psychologists, detectives, family and friends walk through the life stories of ten serial killers to find out what made
them commit their horrific crimes.
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Meet, Marry, Murder First Look TV Crime + Investigation
13 x 60 min Documentary
It features true crime stories when a married person kills a partner. What a couple first felt about each other
becomes central to the unforeseen real-life dramas which lie ahead.

Sewermen Series 2 Label 1 5 Spike
2 x 60 min Observational Documentary
Following workers at United Utilities, one of the UK's biggest water companies, work to keep the country's vital
sewer systems running free.

Born Mucky, Series 1 CTVC Quest
3 x 60 min Observational Documentary
Series exploring the reality of life for modern-day British farmers as they work to protect their land, livestock and
legacy across the seasons. From building dry stone walls to raising cattle, the multi-narrative episodes show the
complexities of farming and celebrate the craft and skills passed down through generations.

Cruising With Jane McDonald: Christmas Special Viacom International Channel 5

60 min Documentary, Finishing Editor Studios

Fast turnaround special which sees Jane going in search of a Nordic Christmas on board the Norwegian institution,
Coastal Express. Starting in Bergen, she encounters a swimming Santa, a Viking banquet, the largest gingerbread
city and the stunning Arctic Cathedral.

Cruising With Jane McDonald, Series 5 and 6 Viacom International Channel 5

6 x 60 min Documentary, Studios

Four-part Travelogue series following Jane McDonald’s cruising adventures from The Great Lakes, the
Mediterranean Riviera and The Balkans to The Adriatic Sea.

McDonald's: The 300 Billion Dollar Burger Company Elephant House Channel 5

75 min Documentary, Reversioning Editor
Documentary telling the story of how the original McDonald brothers Richard and Maurice set up a drive-in
hamburger restaurant near Pasadena, California in 1940. Extended & updated with new material from 60 min to 75.

Fights, Camera, Action, Series 3 Attaboy TV 5 Spike / Channel 5

3 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Wild, dramatic and crazy confrontations were filmed by people who were right there at the centre of the action,
beginning examples of rage on two wheels. Presented by George Lamb.
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Sarah Beeny’s Renovate Don’t Relocate, Series 1 and 2 Outline UKTV

5 x 60 min Entertainment Productions
Sarah Beeny comes to the aid of frustrated homeowners to help them transform their space and the way they use
it. Using full-scale floor plans and smart cameras to track how rooms are being used, Sarah gives individuals the
chance to reconfigure their space and offer them much-needed advice on how to use it better.

Airport 24/7: Thailand Flicker Channel 5

60 min Factual Entertainment Productions
Observational documentary series going behind the scenes at one of South East Asia's busiest transport hubs,
Phuket International Airport in Thailand.

Jamie Oliver: The Naked Chef Bares all Jamie Oliver Channel 4

46 min Documentary Productions
Twenty years since Jamie exploded onto our screens, Davina McCall looks into his career: his rise to fame, his
campaigning, and the closure of his restaurant chain

Inside Mcdonald's: The 300 Billion Dollar Burger Business Elephant House Channel 5

45 min Documentary
The history of the fast food chain, examining its origins and its spread to become an international company, with
outlets opening in Britain in the 1970s and even Russia embracing the franchise in 1990. The film also examines
the controversies that beset the company in the 1990s, with scandals concerning unhealthy eating, advertising to
children and animal welfare

Walking Britain’s Lost Railways Rumpus Media Channel 5

2 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Rob Bell follows the route of six railway lines that were closed in the 1960s. During his journey, he will discover the
history of the lines and the communities that sit alongside them as well as explore the impact of the introduction
and closure of the railways on local societies. Scotland & Dartmoor.

My Money Makeover, Series 1 Nimble Dragon Channel 4

2 x 30 min Entertainment
New series bringing in professional money-saving experts to help offer participants guidance and teach them tips
and tricks.

Bang on Budget Amazing Channel 4

4 x 47 min Entertainment Productions
Lucy Alexander and builder Harry Hoffen help to turn tired homes into stunning spaces, showing how to make
brilliant builds that are bang on budget.
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Pop Up Start Up Hub TV CNBC

60 min Entertainment
This series gives 12 entrepreneurs a head-start through the expertise and guidance provided by some of the best
business and retail brains in the UK.

Coast vs Country, Series 1 and 2 Freeform Channel 4

6 x 45 min Entertainment Productions
Property show that showcases the most incredible properties available for sale in some of our most beautiful
coastal and country locations.

A Place in the Sun Freeform Channel 4

2 x 45 min Entertainment Productions
Property experts help more house hunters find their dream properties in the sun.

The Story of Peter Kay / Adele North One Channel 5

2 x 60 min Additional Editor Productions
Biographies of two of Britain’s biggest stars, featuring an archive of performances and new interviews with the
people who know them.

When Television Goes Wrong Crackit Channel 5

180 min Entertainment Productions
A collection of epic TV fails featuring archives and new interviews.

Geordie Shore: Why Aye Love You Lime Pictures MTV

3 x 60 min Entertainment
A three-part series looking back on classic Geordie moments from the first five years of the show

Christmas with the Double Acts Crook Channel 5

45 min Entertainment Productions
Clip shows featuring standout comedy moments from some of the greatest double acts to have graced the small
screen, with famous fans and colleagues revealing just what makes them so funny.

Shipping Wars UK, Series 2 Megalomedia Channel 4

5 x 23 min Entertainment
Reality series following a diverse group of transporters as they crisscross Britain and beyond, picking up and
dropping off the most gob-smacking and sometimes seemingly un-shippable loads, at times hoping to fill every
inch of their vehicles to maximise pay.
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Humble Pie, Series 1 RDF UKTV (Watch)

2 x 60 min
Melanie Sykes and Marco Pierre White will present the show and see four contestants cook up three dishes and
then critique each other's efforts. Offline Editor, Show 4 & 5 (Fine Cut) 2015

Piers Morgan’s Life Stories Shiver ITV

60 min Entertainment
John Lydon. It’s up close and personal with the interviewer who pulls no punches. In each episode, Britain's Got
Talent judge and ex-tabloid editor Piers Morgan delves into the life of a big-name star in a show which redefines
the genre of the celebrity interview.

Come Dine With Me Shiver Channel 4

60 min Entertainment
Competition featuring amateur chefs competing against one another to see which one gives the best dinner party.

Unbelievable Moments Caught on Camera Shiver ITV1

60 min Entertainment
Archive show that celebrates user-generated clips from across the globe.

Escape to the Country, Series 15 and 16 Boundless BBC1

2 x 45 min and 60 min Entertainment
Alistair Appleton, Jules Hudson, Nicki Chapman and Jonnie Irwin help house buyers who want to swap city living
for a home in the country.

The Only Way is Essex, Series 6 Lime Pictures ITV2

3 x 60 min Entertainment
BAFTA award-winning scripted reality series showing real people in Essex in modified situations.

Behind the Music Remastered, Series 2
3 x 60 min Factual Entertainment Eagle Media VH1

Following some of the rock world's most iconic stories with new interviews, footage, and video clips that update
original VH1 documentaries to reflect the continuing stories of several classic artists over the last 10 to 15 years.

James Martin’s Champagne Eagle Media UKTV Food

3 x 30 min Entertainment
James returns to Champagne to explore a region at the culinary heart of France, buy the best fresh local produce,
and cook it out of doors with guest chefs Daniel Galmiche and Lawrence Keogh.
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X-Factor, Series 5 Talkback Thames ITV1

60 min Entertainment
Boot camp. The X Factor is a television music competition franchise created by British producer Simon Cowell.

Vodafone TBA: The Streets, N*E*R*D and McFly Initial Channel 4

3 x 23 min Entertainment
Concert Highlights from Brighton beach music event.

Katy Brand’s Big Ass Show World’s End ITV2

30 min Entertainment, Additional editor Productions
Comedy programme featuring comedian Katy Brand in skits of real-life situations, stereotypes and celebrities.

Wall-E: T4 Movie Special Eyeworks Pixar / Channel 4

22 min Entertainment, Online and Offline Editor
Rick Edwards and Alexa Chung meet WALL.E, the animated new space-age robot star from the makers of Toy
Story, Finding Nemo and The Incredibles.

James Martin’s Brittany Eagle Media UKTV Food

6 x 30 min Entertainment
James Martin travels to Brittany in this entertaining series which explores classic French cuisine, with a British
twist.

The Paul O’Grady Show Olga TV Channel 4

60 min Entertainment
One of the biggest names in TV entertainment, Paul O'Grady, presents this teatime blend of afternoon chat and
entertainment, featuring an array of celebrity, real-life and animal guests. VT Inserts.

Celebrity Extra Banana Split Living TV

30 min Entertainment, Online and Offline Editor
Weekly Entertainment Show.

FIA Formula One World & World Rally Championships. FOM Ltd F1 Digital

Staff Editor on the 1999/2000 Formula One and World Rally Championships
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Drama and Comedy

Doctors, Series 18 - 21 BBC Studios BBC1

39 x 30 min Drama series
Drama series set in a busy Midlands practice following the turbulent lives and loves of the staff and patients.

Aphrodite Fry Ruby Films Sky Living

30 min Entertainment
Part of the 'Love Matters' season on Sky Living, 'Aphrodite Fry' is a romantic comedy about innocence and sex that
captures Brighton in all its glory and the amusing collision of characters who reside there.

First Assistant Editor (Drama)

Mount Pleasant IV Tiger Aspect Sky Living

6 x 60 min Drama
It's an insight into the lives of a tight knit close where you follow the families living in Mount Pleasant. You go
through their everyday lives and their struggles and hurdles along the way.
Directors: Ian Barnes, Dermot Boyd, Producer: Serena Cullen

The Smoke Kudos Sky 1

8 x 60 min Drama
Drama series following the day-to-day lives of a crew in a London fire station.
Editors: Helen Chapman, Richard Cox, Jason Savage

An Adventure In Space and Time BBC BBC2

90 min Drama
A special one-off drama that travels back to 1963 to see how Doctor Who was first brought to the screen.
Editor: Philip Kloss

Lewis VII - ‘The Ramblin’ Boy’ ITV Studios ITV

2 x 60 min Drama
Detective drama was made as a spin-off from Inspector Morse.

The Bible Lightworkers Media The History / Channel US

10 x 60 min Drama
An epic 10-part drama miniseries re-telling stories from the Bible.
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Blackout Red Productions BBC1

3 x 60 min Drama
A psychological thriller about an alcoholic politician whose life begins to spiral out of control.
Editor: Philip Kloss

Silk, Series 1 and 2 BBC Drama BBC

12 x 60 min Drama
A series about life at the Bar, the dilemmas and problems that modern-day barristers have to face, and what it
means to become a silk.
Editors: Xavier Russell, Simon Reglar and Dominic Strevens

The Jury II ITV Productions ITV

5 x 60 min Drama
Twelve men and women are called for jury service in the retrial of a man accused of a triple murder after the High
Court overturns the original verdict.
Editor: Philip Kloss

Stolen Open Door Films BBC2

90 min Drama
A fast-paced human trafficking thriller about modern-day child slavery, with the heart-stopping vibrancy,
compassion and energy that only the fate of children inspires.
Editor: Paul Knight

Five Days, Series 2 Portman BBC1

5 x 60 min Drama Productions
Thriller series which tracks five 24-hour periods in a police investigation.
Editors: Philip Kloss and Ian Farr

House of Saddam BBC and HBO Films BBC / HBO

4 x 60 min Drama
A docudrama that charts the rise and fall of Saddam Hussein.

Lilies World BBC

8 x 60 min Drama Productions
Period drama series following three girls on the edge of womanhood, a world on the brink of change.
Editors: David Thrasher and Les Healey
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After Thomas Hartswood Films ITV1

90 min Drama
A true story about a couple's struggles to meet the challenges of their son's autism.

Poirot (2005) Granada ITV1

4 x 90 min Drama
The cases of eccentric but sharp Belgian detective Hercule Poirot.

William and Mary, Series 3 Granada ITV1

6 x 60 min Drama
Comedy drama series about the relationship between a midwife and an undertaker.
Editors: Paul Garrick and Jamie McCoan

Outlaws World BBC

12 x 30 min Drama Productions
Phil Daniels plays a cynical backstreet lawyer determined to bleed the legal aid system dry.

VFX Editor

Dinotopia Framestore Hallmark
13 x 60 min Entertainment Entertainment
After a plane crash, two opposing half-brothers find themselves on an amazing lost island where enlightened
pacifist humans and intelligent talking dinosaurs have created a utopian mediaeval society.

Jack and the Beanstalk: The Real Story The Jim Henson Hallmark
180 min Entertainment Company Entertainment
The bones of a giant are discovered. This turns Jack Robinson's life upside down as he learns the truth behind the fairy
tale and how he can fix his greedy ancestor's mistakes.

Promos and Commercials

Transporter 3 Promos Audi Channel
Series of promotional videos for Audi featuring Jason Statham in his role as ‘The Transporter

Audi Q5 - Unboxing the Box Audi Audi Channel

Modern Explorers – Seville, 30 sec Promo National Geographic
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